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we have always regarded as an essentially Romantic
manifestation, is not the artistic expression of one
particular race ; the Germanic strain in the people of
northern France could not, unaided, have produced
their magnificent monuments of this art, any more
than the Germans themselves, or we in England could
have done.     Gothic is a product of race-mingling,
or, at least, of race-fertilisation.    Complementary to
this investigation into the nature of Gothic are the
equally valuable studies, initiated by Heinrich Wolfflin,
nearly forty years ago,1 on the meaning and character
of the Baroque,    But into this side of the question
1 cannot within the scope of the present address
attempt to enter.    I think, however, that the line of
reasoning pursued by Worringer and these other
writers might be carried further.   Are we not justified
in saying that all new phenomena in art and poetry are
essentially and normally the result of fertilisation from
without ?   That, among peoples, and in the matters
of the human spirit, new vigour and new develop-
ments are the consequence of the mingling of races ?
And that Inbreeding is as fatal to spiritual health and
progress, as it is to the physical propagation of living
things ?   It seems to me that all Romantic manifesta-
tions—whether they be of the north or the south;
whether the Romanticism of the Middle Ages, the
Romanticism of Gothic, the poetry of Dante, of
Caldeton, of Shakespeare, or of the beginning of the
nineteenth century—are, in their ultimate elements,
products of inter-racial fertilization.    The efflores-
cence of northern poetry in Iceland was almost
certainly due to the mingling of Celt and Teuton in
that temote Island;   Nadler's significant claim for
Konigsberg and Silesia as the focuses of the Romantic
mysticism of Germany3 may point to the mingling of
Germanic and Slavonic blood as the decisive factor
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